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CHAPTER V

CLOSURE

A. Conclusion

This research aimed to describe language and culture in English, how

each teacher at school conveyed about culture in the classroom. In data

collection, researchers used observations and interviews to extract the

information needed to support this research.

Based on the research that has been done, almost all teachers who teach

English only focus on making students understand the material to master

English. To teach culture, each teacher only inserts language material that was

related to culture. Such as by inserting it in narrative or descriptive text and

expressions. They also do not use special techniques or strategies when

teaching culture.

Most students still have difficulty understanding any English material

and make the teacher more focused on teaching language material. And the

teachers were a little hard to control the students in the class. That was a factor

that the materials did not convey.
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B. Suggestions

Based on the explanation that the researchers described above, this

suggestion is addressed to some parties.

1. For the next future teacher

For the next future teachers, it is hoped they can be brilliant teachers

everywhere they placed teach to. Just using what you have learned to

become a fun teacher and inspire students so that they are happy to learn

and motivated to gain knowledge and to continue to pursue higher

education. Do things that make them understandable and easy to accept

even with small things.

2. For the next researchers

In the research that the researcher has shown above, it must still have

shortcomings. Therefore, for the next researchers who have a research that

interested in language and culture, it can be looked up how the teachers

include culture in English class, how they face the obstacle when teaching

in real class or online class if they find like the researcher found before,

and add more source of theories that make his researcher is better
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